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Installation Instructions 
The following figure shows the parts installed on the whole machine table. Open the packing 

box and you will find the following parts. 
Serial 

number 
Name of component Q’ty 

Serial 
number 

Name of component Q’ty 

1 Machine 1 9 Hole plug 4 

2 Left column group 1 10 
Hexagon bolt M8*15 in 

countersunk head 
6 

3 Right column group 1 11 
Hexagon bolt M8*15 inside 

half round head 
6 

4 Table 2 1 12 
Hexagon bolt M8*25 inside 

half round head 
4 

5 
Electronic watch fixing 

group 
1 13 

Hexagon bolt M8*10 in 
cylindrical head 

4 

6 List 1 14   

7 Left column cover 1 15   

8 Right Pillar Cover 1 16   
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Essential Tools of Installation 
5 mm inner hexagon spanner and 6 mm inner hexagon spanner (supplied as fittings) 

Assemble steps: 
Open the packing box and take out the above parts in the box. And put the 
machine flat on the ground, as shown in figure 1. 
Tip: when lifting the machine from the packing box, it is recommended that 
more than 3 people operate to avoid accidents. The following assemble 
steps have at least 2 people. 

 

Figure 1 

1.  Take the left column group 2, use the inner hexagonal wrench through the sinking head inside 
hexagonal bolt 10. Then left column group 2 fixed to the position in the figure (bolt do not lock 
first), as shown in figure 2. 

Machine

Lower electronic watch group

Left post cover Right post cover Hole plug

Upper electronic watch group List

Left post Right post
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沉头内六角螺栓 M8*15
用量：3个

2

1

10

10

10
 

Figure 2 

 2. Take the right column group 3 and use the inner hexagonal wrench through the sinking head 
inside hexagonal bolt 10. Fix the right column group 3 to the position in the figure (bolt do not 
lock first) as shown in figure 3. 

The terminal in the right column group is A through the connecting hole of the column fixing 
plate, connected with the terminal A in the running platform base pipe, and then the docked 
terminal is plugged into the base pipe crossing hole; as shown in figure 4. 

10

10

3

1

2

沉头内六角螺栓 M8*15
用量：3个10

 

Bolt 

M8*15 

Qty: 3 

Bolt 

M8*15 

Qty: 3 

 

 

 

 

Connection A 

 

 

      Cover hole 
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Figure 3 

底座管过线孔

立柱固定板过线孔

端子A端子A

 
Figure 4 

 

3. Take out the lower electronic watch group 4 and use the inner hexagonal wrench through 
the semicircular head inside hexagonal bolt 11, the lower electronic watch group 4 fixed to the 
left column group 2 and the right column group 3, as shown in figure 5. Connect the terminal B 
in the right column 3 and the terminal B in the lower electronic watch group 4, do not press to 
the wire, see figure 5 diagram. 
 
Note: when assembling on the post, install the handrail tube in the direction of the 

column tube, so that the screw hole position of the handrail tube corresponds to the hole 
position on the column fixing plate. Easy to screw locking fixed, as shown in figure 6. 

Use an inner hexagonal wrench to lock all screws in the column and lower electronic 
watch groups 

Wire hole 
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Figure 5  

  

 
Figure 6 

4. Take the electronic watch fixed group 5, according to figure 7, along the back cover under the 

1
2

3

4

11

11
11

Bolt M8*15 

Qty: 3 

Connection B 

Outside the post 
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edge of the bayonet buckle open the back cover, so that the following steps assembly.Use the inner 
hexagonal wrench, through the semicircle head inner hexagonal bolt 12, according to figure 8, 
install it on the lower electronic watch group 4, lock the screw, as shown in figure 8. 

Note: due to the communication line on the electronic watch group 4, do not press the 
wire when assembling. 

前盖

后盖

 
Figure 7 

 
Figure 8 

5. Take the electronic watch group 6, pull out the communication wire connector hidden in the 

electronic watch C、D、E, so it can pass through the long circular crossing hole of the electronic 

watch fixed group 5. According to figure 9, use the inner hexagonal wrench and install it on the 
upper electronic meter fixing group 5 through the inner hexagonal bolt 13 of the cylinder head, 
locking the screw, as shown in figure 9. 

Note: because there is a communication line in the electronic watch group 6, it needs to 

12

12

1
3

2

4

5

Rear 

Front 

Bolt M8*25 

Qty: 4 
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be pulled out through the oblong crossing hole of the fixed group 5 on the electronic watch, 
so when assembling the electronic watch group 6, do not press the wire. 

When the wire passes through the hole, it should pass through the corresponding 
crossing hole according to the corresponding communication line position in the lower 
electronic table group 4, so as to facilitate the subsequent wire docking. 

 
Figure 9 

6. Find out the communication wire connector in the upper electronic watch C、D、E, make it connect 

with the communication wire connector in the lower electronic watch group C、D、E docking one by 

one according to the terminal size and model, and then put the docked wire into the bottom vacancy 
of the fixed group on the electronic watch. Figure 9. Take the electronic watch fixed group back 
cover, according to the way shown in figure 10 and the front cover buckle. 

12

12

12

1
3

2

4

5

Bolt M8*10 

Qty: 4 
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Figure 10 

7. Take the left column cover group 7 and the right column cover group 8, according to figure 11, 
fasten it to the base column fixing plate, see figure 12 for details. 

 

Figure 11 

Rear cover 

 

Post cover 

 

 

 

Post cover 
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立柱护盖组装时，务必使塑胶

件上的筋条搭在此钣金面上，

护盖左右居中适配，用力缓缓

将塑胶件扣合在底座固定板上。

 

Figure 12 

8. Take the hole plug 4, according to the way in the following figure, plug it into the left and right 
handrails, installation attention to the hole plug anti-blocking platform into the armrest anti-blocking 
groove, as shown in figures 13,14. 

 

 

Figure 13 

 

Hole 
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孔塞

扶手

扶手防呆凹槽

孔塞防呆凸台  

Figure 14 

The image of the whole machine after assemble, as shown in figure 15. 

 

Figure 15 

Please note: be sure to confirm that all according to the above requirements before the 
installation of the power supply. Please refer to the relevant instructions carefully. 
Warm Tip: 
Attention to the use of safety switch clamps: the safety switch clamps should be clamped 
on clothing about 1 meter from the running surface (up and down 20 cm), that is, the waist 
position of ordinary people; should not be too high or too low, so as not to affect the smooth 
pull out of the safety lock. 

 

 

Handle 

Assisting hole 

Hole 
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FOLDING UP & SETTING DOWN & MOVING 
THE TREADMILL  

 

1. FOLDING UP THE TREADMILL 
1.1 To make it easy and fast to place the treadmill when not in use, SH-T9119P is equipped with 

a hydraulic folding system. 
1.2 Lift the running table as shown by the arrow in the figure. The running table is folded when 

you hear the sound of the pneumatic spring sleeve sticking in place. 
Note: Before folding the running table, make sure that the treadmill has stopped running and 

the treadmill's lift motor is reset. The running table's lift slope is showing zero. Forced folding of the 
treadmill is likely to damage the treadmill and cause accidents. 

      
    

Figure 2 
 

2. Setting down the treadmill (flat) 
2.1 when you need to drop off the running table, stand in the middle of the running table and 

hold the tail of the running table with both hands.Then step on the pneumatic spring casing in the 
position shown in the arrow, as shown in figure 3. 

2.2 gently pull the running table back as the arrow shows, then let go and stand on the side of 
the treadmill to avoid being pressed by the running table, which will slowly drop down, as shown in 
figure 4. 

Note: Because the machine is heavy, when setting down the treadmill please make sure 
the running table is down without obstacles or children. Do not stand in the area of the 
treadmill to cause damage personal injury. 
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Figure 3 

3. Moving treadmill 
3.1 Fold the running table according to step1. 
3.2 Make sure the treadmill is locked, stand in the middle of the treadmill and hold the end of 

the treadmill with both hands. Then step on the position shown by the arrow and press the top arrow 
to a certain angle, as shown in figure 5. 

3.3 push the treadmill forward, as shown in figure 6, and push to your designated position and 
put it lightly. 

Note: Before moving the treadmill, please confirm that the power plug has been pulled 
off, otherwise it may damage the plug and socket. In order to prevent scratching wood floor, 
it is not recommended to move on wood floor. 

                   
Figure 4 

 

Technical parameters 

Edge 

Step 

here 
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Dimensions (mm) 1715*850*1445 Rated voltage 220V~ 

Fold size (mm) 1070*850*1495 Rated frequency 50Hz 

Bench size (mm) 1350*480 Rated power 935W 

Net Weight of 

Machine 
88Kg Rated Current A 5.2 

Gross weight in 

whole box 
101Kg Speed range 0.5-16 km/h 

Range 
0~12 per cent (ex- 

Ascension) 

Use of ambient 

temperature 
0—40℃ 

Weight allowed Kg ≤126 Category and level HA 

Instrument display 
Heart rate, slope, time, calories, number of steps, distance, 

speed 

Security 

protection 

A. Red safety switch on the instrument. 
B. the front end of the platform over current, over voltage and 
pressure type recoverable insurance. 
C. platform internal control board over current insurance. 

Class 

1.GB17498.1-2008/ISO20957-1：2005 general safety requirements and test methods 

Additional safety requirements and test methods for 2.GB17498.6-2008/ISO20957-6：2005 

treadmills 
Description of Use of Consumer Goods 3.GB5296.7-2008 to Sports Equipment 

The company reserves the right to improve the technology. Subject to change without prior 
notice 

 

Product Function Instruction 
1. High strength, tensile, anti-static running belt and high strength, high density, high elastic running 
board. 
2. With super cushioning shock absorb, elastic, comfortable running, avoid damage to the human 
body, and minimize vibration noise. 
3. Adopt foot-stepping safety device, air pressure rod automatic auxiliary folding, easy folding, free 
to take up space. 
4. The front and rear drum adopts the wall thickness 3.0 fine drawing tube, the two ends are 
equipped with 1.5 degree taper, which makes the running belt reset automatically. 
5. The air pressure rod with automatic slow down function is adopted to avoid the impact of the 
machine landing in place and to increase its safety when the machine is folded and lowered. 
6. White LED display mode, comprehensive display of health comprehensive data, showing heart 
rate, slope, time, calories, steps, distance, speed, comprehensive grasp of the state of movement, 
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physical condition, so that exercise is no longer blind. 
7. With heartbeat display function (optional), timely understanding of heartbeat frequency, 
reasonable adjustment of exercise intensity. 
8. Has the speed quick function, freely controls, changes the movement intensity with the heart. 
9. With high platform structure and silicone cushion, this structure has better buffer effect and makes 
you run more comfortable. 
10. Electronic watch can place books and tablets, greatly enriched the entertainment of running. 
11. With unmanned running automatic shutdown function, more intelligent, more energy-saving. 
12. With the function of recording steps, easy to understand the number of steps in motion, this data 
is for reference only. (Note: When the treadmill is running at low speed, the error of step-keeping 
function is large) 
13. With over voltage, over current, under voltage, overload and other protection functions. 
Tip :Users under 14 years old and light weight users may have step error and cause the 
treadmill to stop automatically. Therefore, should have the guardian to accompany their use! 

 

Safety Instruction 
Thank you for choosing our products. Proper use of the treadmill ensures your safety and 
convenience. Please read the following carefully before using the treadmill. 
1. Warning! After confirming that the electric treadmill has been installed in accordance with the 
installation instructions, make sure that the electric treadmill is placed smoothly before the power 
can be switch on. Be careful not to block the plug on the wall so that it can be easily inserted. 
2. Warning! The power cord plug must be insert into a power socket with a safe ground to prevent 
static electricity from being discharged through the ground wire, otherwise static electricity may 
interfere with the operation of the electronic watch or damage the electronic watch.The power cord 
of the electric treadmill is specially designed. If the power cord is damaged, it must be repaired and 
changed by the distributor or our professional staff to avoid the risk. 
3. Warning! Avoid the use of other electrical appliances in the same power supply line to avoid 
circuit interference. Cause abnormal or damage to the electric treadmill and other electrical 
appliances. 
4. Warning! The electric treadmill is an indoor machine. Please do not use it outside. Place it clean 
and pay attention to moisture. Be ware of putting the treadmill on the thick carpet and other items, 
as not to affect the flow of air under the treadmill. The electric treadmill is a special equipment, 
please do not modify it. 
5. Don't wear clothes that are too long or loose for exercise in case they hang on the treadmill and 
cause a safety accident. Running shoes with rubber soles or gym shoes are recommended. 
6. Do not take off the protective cover casually. If you need to open it for maintenance, please 
unplug the power cord first. 
7. Warning! When using the electric treadmill, keep away from children to prevent danger. 
8. Minors should be accompanied by an adult when using the electric treadmill. 
9. If this is your first time using an electric treadmill, be sure to hold onto the handrail until you feel 
comfortable enough to release it. 
10. Warning! It is equipped with emergency stop switch device (red, integrated with safety lock). If 
the treadmill appears abnormal or feels dangerous during running, please pull out the emergency 
stop switch device (namely safety lock) immediately to make the treadmill stop running immediately, 
so as to avoid accidental danger. 
11. Please clip the safety lock (red) wire clasp during exercise on the appropriate place, so the 
safety lock will not be pull off to cause accidents and danger.When not in use, please take good care 
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of the safety lock to prevent uncontrolled use by third parties. 
12. Please turn off the electric running power source after used and unplug the power cord. 
13. Never touch any moving parts with your hands. 
14. The heart rate sensor is not a medical device, and there are many reasons for inaccuracy. The 
test results are for reference only. 
15. If you feel dangerous during exercise, you should use the handrail on both sides of the machine 
to jump off the pedal platform. 
16. There should be a safety area of 2000mmX1000mm behind the electric treadmill, as to prevent 
the space for emergency jumping out in case of accidental danger. 
17. The space required for safe operation during exercise is 2000mm (length) X1000mm (width) 
X2250mm (height). 
18. Warning! The electric treadmill is an indoor instrument. Please do not use it outdoors. It is 
suitable for aerobic cardiopulmonary exercise, mainly increasing cardiopulmonary function and 
training muscles as a supplement. 
19. Warning! Any adjustment device that may interfere with the user's motion shall not deviate from 
the design. 

GETTING STARTED 

If it is the first time for you to use the treadmill, 
please read the below information carefully: 
Prepare: 
Before the exercise, you should know about your health 
situation, and make out a suitable exercise plan. 
Suggest you to consult the physician or professionals, 
that may be get more efficiency. 
Before the first use of treadmill, please stand by a side 
and familiar with how to control it—for example, start, 
stop, speed adjustment, and so on. After you master the 
skill very well, you can use it. Then stand on the 
skid-proof plastic board of the two sides of the running 
surface, grasp the handles with two hands, and adjust 
the speed of the treadmill to the 1.6-3.2 k/h. Before your 
exercise, try to relax yourself as soon as possible. Then 
stand on the running belt exercising. After feeling adapt 
to the situation, increasing the speed to 3-5 k/h slowly. 
Remaining this speed exercise for about 10 minutes, 
then let the machine stop slowly. When first using the 
treadmill, please don’t adjust to a high speed to avoid the 
tumble. 
Exercise: 
Walking about 1.0KM with a regular pace, then record 
the running time. It will take about 15-25 minutes. 
Walking with a speed of 4.8 k/h, 1.0KM will take about 20 
minutes. After feeling easy to get this target for several 
times, you can increase the speed gradually. Exercising 
like this for about 30 minutes, you will get a good training. 
Before the next exercising, please don’t be rushing. 
Frequency of exercise: 
The target is 3-5 times per week. It is about 15-60 
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minutes every time. You should make out a schedule according to the health situation, but not your 
interest. You can control the degree of severe exercise by adjusting the speed and exercise time. 
The amount of exercise: 
Shortcut-----Exercise 15-20 minutes is a good method to save time. Warm up for 5 minutes under 
the speed of 4-4.8 k/h, then increase the speed according to a rate of 0.3 k/h every two minutes until 
you feel that continuous movement 45minutes will be very challenging at a certain speed. 
The above only for reference, please consult the expert for details. 
Wearing: 
What you need is a pair of good shoes.We suggest sneaker or sports shoes. The shoes’ bottoms 
don’t stick to any other things that can avoid tearing the running board and running belt. The clothes 
should be comfortable and suitable for exercising. 
 
Stretching: 
No matter how fast you walk, it's best to stretch first. Warm muscles are easier to stretch, so walk for 
5-10 minutes to warm up.Then stop and stretch as following- five times for 10 seconds or more on 
each leg. Do it again after your workout. 
1. Stretch down  
With your knees slightly bent. Lean forward slowly and letting your back and shoulders relax. Let 
your hands touch your toes as much as possible. Hold for 10 to 15 seconds, then relax.Repeat 3 
times (see Figure 1). 
2.Hamstring stretch 
Sit on a clean seat cushion and straighten one leg. Pull the other leg in so that it clings to the inside 
of the extended leg. Try to touch your toes with your hands.Hold for 10 to 15 seconds, then 
relax.Repeat each leg 3 times (see Figure 2). 
3. Calf and heel tendon stretch  
Stand with your hands on a wall and put one leg behind. Keep your hind legs upright and landing on 
your heels and leaning toward a wall.Hold for 10 to 15 seconds, then relax.Repeat each leg 3 times 
(see Figure 3). 
4. Quadriceps stretch  
Balance with your left hand on a wall or table, then extend your right hand backward. Grab your right 
ankle and slowly pull toward your hip until you feel the muscles in the front of your thigh.Hold for 10 
to 15 seconds, then relax.Repeat each leg 3 times (see Figure 4). 
5. Inner thigh stretch  
Sit with your feet facing each other, knees facing out. Grab your feet with both hands and pull 
toward the groin. Hold for 10 to 15 seconds, then relax.Repeat 3 times (see Figure 5). 
 

 
 

 

 

OPERATION INSTRUCTION 
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Tip: please check if the safety lock is set before the treadmill starts. 
 
 
 
 

 
Window display: 

1. "Time/calorie/step" window: Switch the display time, calories, and number of steps through 
the indicator. When you show movement time, Forward timing from 0:00 to 99:59, At 99:59, the 
treadmill stops running smoothly and the speed window displays End", 5 seconds after 
complete stop into standby state; The countdown drops from set time to zero, "End"," is 
displayed in the time window when the treadmill stops running smoothly at 0:00 Complete stop 
and enter standby state. When showing the heat consumption, Forward counting from 0-99999, 

WARNING!

PULSE                     INCLINE TIME                 CALORIES               STEPS                                                            DIS TANCE SPEED

COOL DOWN PROGRAM START / PAUSE STOP
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In reverse counting, From the set value to 0, A treadmill stops running smoothly and the calorie 
window shows "End"," when counting down to 0 Complete stop and enter standby state. Show 
the number of steps, The forward step is from 0-99999. Display Bluetooth audio broadcast 
name: E7-xxxxx in standby state. In the countdown, Display "3","2","1". 
2. Distance/Speed window: Switch the display distance and speed by indicator light. Display 
movement distance, forward count from 0.00-99.9, zero count after overflow, reverse count 
decreases from set value to zero, when reverse count to 0, the treadmill stops running smoothly 
and enters standby state after complete stop. Display current speed value in running state, 
speed display range :0.5-16.0 Km/h. 
3. Heart rate/slope window: displays heart rate and slope by switching the indicator. When the 
motor wears a wireless heart rate chest band, the system can automatically detect the heartbeat 
frequency of the motor and display it in this window. The heartbeat value display range 
is :50-200 beats / min.(This data is for reference only and can not be used as medical 
data).Displays the current slope value, slope display range :0-12. 
4. "knob color screen" window: in standby state display "shuhua welcome you ". On start 
countdown, show "3","2","1". The button displays "speed +/- or icon "," slope +/- or icon ". For 
mode selection, the distance icon, calorie icon, time icon and P1-P8 icon are displayed. 

Key function: 
1. "Program Switch (Program)" is the program key: in standby, By pressing this key, you can 

choose "0:00","10:00","1.00","50.0"," P1-P2-…-P8"、"("0:00" for manual mode, "10:00" is a time 

reversal, "1.00" is a distance reversal mode, "50.0" for calorie counting mode, P1~P8 is fixed 
program mode. ) 
2. Relax (cool down) key: press this key while running, The current speed ≥8 Km/h, For a total of 
3 minutes (time window flashing), From current speed to downtime; When the current velocity is 
between <8 Km/h and ≥2.5 Km/h, Stop for 2 minutes, Speed from high to stop; The current 
speed <2.5 Km/h, 18 seconds down, Press relax, Time window flashes, The speed can only be 
reduced and not added. 
3. "Start/Pause (START/PAUSE)" key: Press this button at any time to start the treadmill when 
the power is on and the safety lock is sucked. In the running state, press this key to pause 
motion, and the knob window displays "pause ". 
4. "Stop (STOP)" key: This button can be used to stop the treadmill and reset zero during 
exercise. 
5. "Knob speed +/- and slope +/-" key, standby state to adjust the set value. Press the middle 
key to switch knob function as "speed +/-" or" slope +/-"," speed +/-" state is used to adjust the 
speed, its adjustment amplitude is 0.1 Km/h, clockwise acceleration, counterclockwise 
deceleration ;" slope +/-" is used to adjust slope. 
6. "Speed :3,6,9" Km/h, speed shortcut: speed can be set quickly. 
7. "Ascension :3,6,9"%, for slope shortcut: can quickly set the slope. 
 

Manual mode: 
1. On stand by mode, press the "start" button directly, and the treadmill starts running at 0.5 
Km/h speed, slope 0 segment; other windows start counting forward from 0, rotate the "slope 
+/-"," speed +/-" key to change the slope and speed. 
2. In standby state, press "program switch" button knob screen to display the corresponding 
icon, enter the first time countdown mode ," time "window display "10:00" and flicker, through 
the knob key can add or subtract set motion time, Set the range to :5:00-99:00. 
3. In time countdown mode, press "program switch" key host screen to display English subtitles 
into the second distance countdown mode ," distance "window display "1.00" and flicker, 
through the knob key can add or subtract set distance, distance setting range is :0.50-99.90. 
4. In the distance countdown mode, press the "program switch" key host screen to display 
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English subtitles into the third calorie countdown mode, the "calorie" window shows "50.0" and 
flashes, through the knob key can add or subtract set calories, calorie setting range 
is :10.0-999.0. 
5. Three inverted modes select one of the settings after the completion of the start key, the 
treadmill delay of 3 seconds to start running, rotate the "slope +/-"," speed +/-" key to change 
the slope and speed; press the stop key, the treadmill stops running. 

 
Built-in mode: 
1. There are 8 inner programs of P1-P8 in standby mode. Press Program Switch/ Program "Key 
knob screen to display P1-P8". After choosing a program. At the same time "TIME" window will 
show a preset time of 10:00. Rotate the "Ascension +,-"," Speed +,-" keys to set the required motion 
time. When you press start again to start the built-in program. The built-in program consists of 16 
segments. Each movement time = set time /16. A "Bi-Bi-Bi-"3 sound alert" occurs when you enter 
the next section. The speed and slope of the system vary with the program. When the speed and 
slope can be changed by the "Ascension +,-"," Speed +,-" keys. But when the program enters the 
next section, it returns to its speed and incline. And the system sends out "Bi-Bi-Bi"3" sounds. The 
treadmill will stop running and going into stand by mode. 

 
Built-in mode description: 
Speed represents speed and incline represents the slope (a total of 12 incline level, each of 

which is 1/12 of the total incline level). Each program divides the motion time into 16 parts, each 
time period has a corresponding speed (unit: Km/h) and incline. 

 
 
 
 
 

P1- Walking 
Walk 

Speed 2 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 4 3 2 

Incline 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 

P2- Light 
Runs 
Jog 

Speed 2 5 6 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 6 5 3 

Incline 1 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 1 

P3- 
Cross-Countr

y Running 

Hill 

Speed 2 4 6 6 9 10 
1
0 

9 6 6 9 9 9 7 5 3 

Incline 1 2 3 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 3 3 6 6 3 2 

P4- Variable 
Speed Run 

Random 

Speed 2 6 7 7 
1
1 

1
1 

1
1 

9 9 9 9 6 6 6 4 2 

Incline 4 5 6 6 3 3 7 8 6 4 5 6 7 7 4 2 
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P5- 
Endurance 

Run 
Weight Loss 

Speed 4 5 7 8 9 
1
0 

1
0 

8 8 9 9 9 9 6 4 3 

Incline 1 3 3 2 2 2 3 4 4 3 2 2 4 4 3 1 

P6- Aerobic 
Run 

Cardio 

Speed 3 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 10 10 
1
0 

11 11 8 5 3 

Incline 0 2 2 4 4 4 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 3 2 1 

P7- Road 
Runs 
Race 

Speed 3 6 7 7 8 9 9 
1
0 

1
0 

10 9 9 8 6 4 3 

Incline 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 

P8- 
Strength 

Run 
Sprint 

Speed 2 6 6 9 9 
1
1 

1
1 

1
1 

1
1 

1
1 

6 6 6 5 4 2 

Incline 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1
0 

1
0 

9 9 5 6 7 8 5 2 

 
 
 
Data ranges: 

Setting parameters Initial 
Set initial 

value 
Scope Display scope 

Time  
(minutes: seconds) 

0:00 
10:00 

5:00-99:00 0:00－99:59 

Incline (section) 0 0 0-12 0-12 

Speed (Km/h) 0.0 0.5 0.5-16.0 0.0-16.0 

Distance (Km) 0.00 1.00 0.50-99.9 0.00－99.9 

Heart Rate (sub-min) P N/A N/A 50-200 

Calories  
(thousands of calories) 

0.0 
50.0 

10.0-999 0.0－999 

Step Counting 0 N/A N/A 0-99999 

Security lock function: 
Under any state, pulling off the safety lock can stop the treadmill running urgently, the treadmill 

stops urgently, the knob screen displays "E0", electronic watch each window displays "-", the buzzer 
sends out" the B i "alarm sound; At this time, the treadmill can not start except shutdown. 
Unmanned mode: 

Hold down both slope 6 and speed 6 keys for 2 seconds in standby state to turn on or off 
unmanned mode. In unmanned running mode ,5 minutes did not detect the machine, the machine 
automatically shut down. 
Sleep patterns: 

The system has the function of saving electricity. If there is no key instruction input within 10 
minutes in standby state, the system enters power saving mode, automatically closes the display, 
and presses any key to wake up the system again. 

Bluetooth Audio Features: 
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Bluetooth audio serial number "E7-xxxxx" broadcast name is displayed in the middle window in 
standby state. Bluetooth audio serial number can be connected through mobile phone Bluetooth. 
After connecting, the treadmill voice prompts "connect successfully ", this time can play music 
through the mobile phone end. When the phone end disconnected Bluetooth, the treadmill voice 
prompt "waiting for connection ". Please pay attention to control the size of the phone end sound so 
as not to affect the quality of the sound. 

Total distance and total time query function: 
In standby state, hold down "program switch" and "slope 3" key for 3 seconds, enter total mileage 

and total time view, press" program switch "key to view total time and total distance, press" stop 
"key to exit view state. 

Ascension self-test function: 
In the standby state, at the same time hold down the "slope 3"," slope 6"," speed 3"," speed 6" key 

for 3 seconds, enter the Ascension self-test state, when the Ascension self-test is over, the 
electronic meter display returns to the standby state, and the Ascension self-test is completed. 
USB charging function 

Electronic meter USB port, through the data line for mobile phone charging (only support ordinary 
charging). 
Notes: 

1. Check whether the power is loaded before moving; check that the safety lock is valid. 
2. In the course of exercise, the safety lock can be pulled off, the runner can quickly slow down 
to stop; then put in the safety lock, the device reset, waiting for input instructions. 
3. If there is any problem, please contact the dealer, non-professional, do not disassemble or 
repair to avoid equipment damage. 

Error message: 
--/--- Safety switch off 

E 2 Overcurrent protection 

E 4 Abnormal motor 

E5 Communication error 

E 6 Power tube or relay error 

E 7 Ascension check error 

Huawei exercise health APP instructions: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Safety Exercise Instruction 
Please consult with the professional before exercising. He or she can help you 

recommend exercise frequency, intensity and exercise time in accordance with your age and 
physical condition. If you feel chest tightness or chest pain, irregular heartbeat, shortness of 
breath, dizziness or other discomfort during the exercise please stop immediately! Consult 
with a professional before continuing. 
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Maintenance guidelines 
Warning: Before cleaning or maintaining the machine, be sure to unplug the plug. 
Cleaning: comprehensive cleaning will greatly prolong the life of electric treadmill. 
Remove dust regularly to keep components clean. Be sure to clean the exposed parts on both sides 
of the running belt, which will reduce the accumulation of impurities under the running belt. Make 
sure the sneakers are clean and avoid wearing the running board and running belt under the 
running belt. The surface of the running belt should be scrubbed with soapy wet cloth. Please be 
careful not to splash water on the electrical components and under the running belt. 

Warning: Be sure to remove the plug of the electric treadmill before moving the motor cover. 
Turn on the motor shield at least once a year to vacuum the motor 

Running belt and lubricating oil 
Lubricating oil has been pre-coated between the running board and the running belt. The friction 
between running belt and running board has a great influence on the service life and performance of 
the treadmill, so it is necessary to use the lubricating oil regularly. We recommend regular inspection 
of the panel. If the panel is damaged, please contact our customer service center. 

We recommend lubricating oil between the running belt and the running board of the treadmill 
according to the following schedule: 

Lightweight users (less than 3 hours per week) once a year; 
Middleweight users (3-5 hours per week) every 6 months; 
Heavy users (more than 5 hours a week) are used every 3 months. 

We suggest you buy lubricating oil at the local dealer or contact us directly. 

Lubricating oil refueling introduction 
This treadmill has a simple refueling system, the specific use of the following: 
1. Grab the right edge of the running belt with your fingers and pull to the left, as shown in Figure 7 
2. Expose the refueling port and buckle the end plug of the refueling port, as shown in figure 8 
3. Take the refueling bottle, and put the refueling bottle mouth into the refueling port, slightly 
squeeze the oil bottle into the oil, as shown in figure 9. 
Note: When the oil bottle is extruded for air exchange, lift the oil bottle and separate the 
refueling port to prevent the oil been squeezed into the tubing from being sucked back into 
the oil bottle. 

 

跑步带边缘

     

加油口

 
Figure 7 

Figure 8 

Running belt edge 

Refuel 

opening 
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加油瓶

 
 

 Figure 9 
When turning on, walk slowly for a few minutes to allow the belt to fully absorb lubricating oil 

before speeding up. 
Note: do not refueling too hard, lest refueling excessive. After adding oil, wipe the oil 

dripping on the side plate and running belt surface with a rag. 

Attention: each refueling 20-25 ml, refueling do not too fierce lest refueling 
excessive. Wipe the oil dripping on the side plate and running belt surface with a 
rag after adding the oil. 

Maintenance Instruction 
1. In order to maintain the electric treadmill and prolong the service life of the treadmill, suggest you 
to turn off the power after lasting 2 hours and let the treadmill free for 10 minutes before the usage.  
2. If the running belt is too loose, it will slip during the running exercise. If it is too tight, it will lower 
the function of electric engine, and wear the roller and running belt severely, and shake the whole 
machine. If you want to test if the tightness of the running belt is appropriate, please support the 
running belt away from the running board about 50-75mm. Adjust the running belt to be in middle 
and suitable tightness. 

 
Running belt tightness and angle adjustment. 
In order to let you use the treadmill better and more efficiently, it is necessary to adjust the running 
belt to the best state.Adjust running belt to be in the middle. 
1. Put the treadmill on the lever ground. 
2. Make the treadmill running in about 3.5KM/H. 
3. If the running belt inclines to right side, turn the right adjustable bolt for 1/2 cycles by clockwise, 
and then turn the left adjustable bolt for 1/2 cycles by counter-clockwise. 
4. If the running belt inclines to left side, turn the left adjustable bolt for 1/2 cycles by 
counter-clockwise clockwise.  
                                                                                                    

Refuel 

bottle 
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Picture A to the left B to the right 

After a long time exercise, the multi-wedge belt was worn or became loose. In this case, you must 
do an appropriate adjustment for the safety. The way of judgment is: during your normal running 
exercise, when your foot step on the running belt and feel that the running belt has the phenomenon 
of occasional stop that indicates the running belt or multi-wedge belt is somewhat loose, the further 
confirmation should be done. The way to judge which kinds of components are loose: taking apart 
the six screws on the protection cover above the belt, let the treadmill run in a speed of 1KM/H, then 
stand on the running belt, grasp the armrest with two feet. (We suggest step and press the running 
belt by the runner’s weight). 
A. If the instantaneous stepping strength cannot stop the running of the running belt that indicates 
the tightness of multi-wedge belt and running belt are appropriate. 
 
B. If you feel that the instantaneous stepping strength make the treadmill stop, but the multi-wedge 
and the front roller still running that indicates the running belt be in some loose, then the appropriate 
adjustment should be done for the safety usage. (About the adjustment of running belt, please refer 
to maintenance guide). 
 
C. If you feel that the instantaneous stepping strength make the running belt and multi-wedge belt is 
loose, the appropriate adjustment should be done for the safety usage. 

 
 

Trouble shooting guide 

Problem Potential cause Corrections 

 
Treadmill will not 
start  

1. Not plugged in 
2. Treadmill circuit breaker 
tripped.  
3. House circuit breaker 
tripped. 
4. Safety key not installed  

1. Power plug is plugged into the 
electrical wall outlet. 
2. Change the power risk 
3. Reset circuit breaker  
4. Put safety key in the right place 
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Running belt slips 
Running belt not tight 
enough. 

Adjust running belt tension. 

Multi-wedge belt 
slips 

Multi-wedge belt did not 
tight enough. 

Adjust multi-wedge belt tension. 

Running belt is off 
centered. 

Do not change the roller 
balance 

Adjust the running belt to the center 

Noise during the 
exercise 

1.need to add oil on the 
moving axis 
2.screws are loose 

1.add oil on the moving axis 
2.fix the screws closely 

 
If the error is not in the above, please contact our customer service center or call our 

company directly. We will give you a satisfactory service. 
If any parts are damaged, please stop using the product immediately. After the 

replacement of the original factory parts and proper installation, so can be continue to use. 

 
 
 

Warranty Instruction 
1.Warranty qualification 
Product of correct maintenance and normal use of non-human damage. 

 The warranty card is limited to the original purchaser and can not be transferred. 
 
2.The warranty period shall be one year from the date of purchase. 
3.Following are not covered by warranty: 

（1）  Damage caused by abuse, negligence, accident or unauthorized modification. 

（2）  Damage caused by incorrect adjustment of running belt and drive belt. 

（3）  Damage caused by abnormal maintenance. 

（4）  Other irregularities and resulting damage. 

4.Repair and maintenance services 
All accessories of the treadmill can be ordered at the local dealer. Dealers can provide you 
with the services you need. 

 
 


